1.A Students login with your CCID

1.B Postdocs login with your CCID (use “Staff”)
2. Choose Graduate Studies & Research

3. View Upcoming FGSR PD Events and Training
4.A View events & training by month

4.B View a list of events & training

(Optional) Customize events & training by type

(Optional) Customize calendar view

5. Click on the event/workshop you want to attend
Maximize Your Linkedin Potential (1 Hour PD Credit)
Jun 14, 2022 12:00 PM to 01:00 PM (FGSR--Professional Development Days)

6. Click on the register button

Register for this event

Presenter
Christine Gertz

Maximize Your Linkedin Potential (1 Hour PD Credit)

Tuesday, June 14, 2022
12:00 - 1:00 PM MST
Zoom invite: Register in advance for this meeting
Zoom: https://ualberta.ca.zoom.us/meeting/register/tUEvGudeSex-BhKbS4oEBhQZ8zRkkBldfD_c
IDP Competencies: Confidence, Communication, Creativity

Description:
You have a LinkedIn account but aren't sure what messaging you should add to your profile. Maybe you are asking “Why should I even bother?” What if you knew more than 99% of employers utilize LinkedIn at some stage of the hiring process? What if you could take steps now that would improve your hiring chances in the future? There are some easy actions you can take to make your profile pop out from others that may have similar qualifications to your own. Come learn how you can improve the profile potential of your profile and ways to utilize your account for benefits to your career.

Facilitator: Christine Gertz, MEd, MLIS
Christine Gertz is a longtime Library and Information Specialist for the Career Centre at the University of Alberta with many years of creating a collection of resources that develop career awareness. She also is incredibly supportive of people transitioning to the workplace and has served as a Settlement Support Mentor for the Catholic Social
GTL Level 1: GTP Information Session (Not for PD Credit)
Jan 7, 2020 02:00 PM to 02:45 PM - Henry Marshall Tory Building--TL B02 (Lecture Theatre) (FGSR - GTL Program)

Event Detail

GTL Level 1: GTP Information Session

Not for GTLP Credit
Tuesday, January 7, 2020
5:00-5:45 pm
Henry Marshall Tory Building--TL B02 (Lecture Theatre)

Graduate Teaching and Learning Program Website

Overview:
Overview: In this session, you will learn about the Graduate Teaching and Learning Program offered by the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research. The program is open to all graduate students and postdoctoral fellows for free, and has four levels. We will discuss the different components of this program, the benefits of completing this program and how you can begin.

Presenter: Deanna Davis, PhD, Professional Development Instructional Design Specialist and Program Lead, Graduate Teaching and Learning Program, Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research

Dr. Deanna Davis is the Professional Development Instructional Design Specialist for the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research (FGSR), Program Lead and Principal Instructor for the Graduate Teaching and Learning (GTL) Program. With over 15 years of classroom teaching experience in the post-secondary environment, Dr. Davis applies a deep understanding of instructional design, delivery, and assesses orment to her work in teaching, coaching, and mentoring developing instructors. In her leadership role for the GTL Program, Dr. Davis led the review of the program that led to its new redesign and restructuring. Also responsible for programming related to the Individual Development Plan of the Professional Development Requirement, she designs impactful learning opportunities for graduate students and post-doctoral fellows in the areas of professional development and career exploration that helps people find meaning, joy, and purpose in their professional lives in ways that not only allow them to be more effective in their roles, but also positions them to have an impact on their community, Alberta, and beyond.

(Optional) Cancel registration within 24-hours of the event start time
7. View events/workshop registration and attendance record
View your attendance record and upcoming registrations

View detailed information about events and workshops

Click to view detailed information about event/workshop

*8. For Proof of Attendance:
  - Screenshot this page and save as a PDF for proof of your FGSR Professional Development Activities
  - If you need detailed information about the events/workshops you have attended, print the information under “view”
View your calendar of event/workshop registrations

Export registrations to your Google or iCal for campusBRIDGE—personal calendar syncing.